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Trattoria 

"Fine Italian Fare"

Trattoria Restaurant in serves delicious Italian food. Situated within the

luxurious Taj President, the ambiance is very appealing. The mouth-

watering delicacies make a fine option in addition to other good

restaurants in the hotel. The cuisine is served in style, keeping up to their

international standards. To know more, visit once and have an enjoyable

experience.

 +91 22 6665 0808  www.seleqtionshotels.co

m/en-in/president-mumbai/

restaurants/trattoria-

restaurant/

 president.mumbai@tajhote

ls.com

 90 Cuffe Parade, Taj

President Hotel, Mumbai
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Wrapped 

"Coffee Shop/All Day Dining"

Wrapped is 24-hour Cafe that serves not only drinks but snacks and fast-

food. It even has happy hours and late night buffet. Kids menu and Al La

Carte menu are also available. It is a good place to catch up with friends

over a beer or a mug of coffee.

 +91 22 6158 7777  Plot 39/1, 6 to 15, Sector 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai, Mumbai

 by creativeckck   

Gulmurg 

"Gulmurg's Multi Cuisine Delight"

Gulmurg is a multi cuisine restaurant located in Kemp's Corner inside the

famous Shalimar hotel. It features an array of cuisines; Indian, Chinese,

Continental that feature all the usual staples. You can switch between

these cuisines in a single meal. Go for crisp Chinese starter, followed by a

rich main of rotis and butter chicken and then finish these with a nice big

bowl of desert. The ambiance is comforting and the wait staff are well-

trained. Surely an ultimate dining experience, in downtown Mumbai.

 +91 22 6664 1000  www.theshalimarhotel.co

m/gulmurg/

 info@theshalimarhotel.com  August Kranti Marg, The

Shalimar Hotel, Mumbai
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